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Effects of interfacial suboxides and dangling bonds on tunneling current
through nanometer-thick SiO2 layers
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Quantum-mechanical tunneling of charge carriers through nanometer-thick SiO2 layers is one of the key issues
in Si-based electronics. Here, we report first-principles transport calculations of charge-carrier tunneling through
nanometer-thick SiO2 layers in Si/SiO2/Si structures. We find that tunneling of holes in the valence bands occurs
mainly via oxygen 2p orbitals perpendicular to Si–O–Si bonds, and it can be enhanced greatly by interfacial
suboxides and dangling bonds in Si/SiO2 interfaces. Electrons in the conduction bands show tunneling behaviors
sensitive to their wave vectors parallel to the interfaces, reflecting the six conduction-band minima in the bulk
Si. Our results provide atomistic description of tunneling currents through SiO2 layers, and suggest that leakage
current will be blocked more effectively if suboxides and dangling bonds are reduced.
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SiO2 is a key material in Si-based electronic devices,
playing an important role of confining charge carriers within
designed paths. However, in nanometer-scale devices where
required SiO2-layer thickness is 1 nm or less, it is highly
challenging to enforce the role of SiO2, since quantum-
mechanical tunneling of charge carriers may contribute sub-
stantially to leakage current. Moreover, interfacial regions
around SiO2 layers become very significant when the layers
have nanometer-scale thickness.

Atomic and electronic structures in Si/SiO2 interfaces have
been widely studied experimentally such as x-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy,1 electron energy loss spectroscopy,2 core-
level spectroscopy,3 and Si 2p photoemission spectroscopy.4

These experiments indicate, in common, that Si suboxide
(SiOx , x < 2) layers exist at the boundaries of SiO2 layers,
exhibiting all oxidation states. Since the energy gap in the
suboxides is smaller than in SiO2, their presence may weaken
the current-blocking role of 1-nm-thick SiO2 layers even
further.2,5

Tunneling current through SiO2 layers has been theoreti-
cally studied using continuum models based on effective-mass
equations,6–8 followed by atomic models using semiempirical
tight-binding methods.9 Since atomic and electronic structures
at interfaces and defects become more important in nanometer-
thick SiO2 layers, first-principles calculations are needed to
describe the tunneling current more accurately; however, such
calculations10,11 are still rarely reported.

In this Brief Report, we present first-principles density
functional calculations of tunneling currents through SiO2

layers in Si(001)/SiO2/Si(001) structures. We consider var-
ious SiO2 thicknesses and different distributions of silicon
suboxides, dangling bonds, and hydrogen atoms at interfaces.
It is shown below that tunneling current is large if silicon
suboxides distribute broadly or if the dangling bonds are
present. Hole tunneling is found to occur dominantly via
oxygen 2p orbitals perpendicular to Si–O–Si bonds and
electron tunneling depends sensitively on wave vectors parallel
to the interface, reflecting the presence of six conduction-band
minima in bulk Si.

For simple atomic models for Si(001)/SiO2/Si(001) struc-
tures, we consider a slab of SiO2 in the β-cristobalite structure
with oxygen-terminated (001) surfaces on both sides. We place
the slab between two Si(001) surfaces, expanding slightly
the in-plane unit cell of SiO2 on (001) surface to 0.7679 ×
0.7679 nm2 to match it with

√
2 × √

2 supercell of Si on
(001) surface. When the SiO2 slab and two Si surfaces are
just connected, half of Si atoms on each Si surface have
dangling bonds due to the bond density mismatch. Depending
on how to treat the dangling bonds, one has different interfacial
structures. Here, we consider three types of Si/SiO2 interfaces
as shown in Fig. 1: (i) interfaces with suboxide transition layers
(STLs), (ii) abrupt interfaces with dangling bonds (DBs), and
(iii) abrupt interfaces with H atoms added to passivate dangling
bonds (H-type).

In the STL-type interfaces [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], all dangling
bonds are removed by rearranging oxygen atoms at the
interfaces.12 This oxygen rearrangement is equivalent to slight
diffusion of oxygen atoms from SiO2 to Si regions, broadening
distributions of Si suboxides, so that Si atoms at the Si (001)
surfaces have either Si1+ or Si2+ oxidation states (Si1.5+ in
average) while Si atoms at the first Si layers inside the SiO2

region from either side are reduced from Si4+ to Si3+. In
DB-type interfaces [Fig. 1(c)], the SiO2 slab and Si (001)
surfaces are simply brought together and no treatment is done
for the dangling bonds. Thus, half of Si atoms in the Si(001)
surfaces are Si2+ while the other Si atoms have two dangling
bonds. H-type interfaces [Fig. 1(d)] are the same as DB-type
interfaces except that H atoms are introduced to passivate the
dangling bonds. In DB- and H-type interfaces, Si4+ oxidation
states in the SiO2 region are not changed at all. Among
the considered structures, the STL-type interfaces are most
relevant in describing oxidized Si surfaces experimentally
reported.4

In each Si/SiO2/Si structure, detailed atomic positions are
obtained by relaxing the positions until all residual forces
are smaller than 0.09 eV/Å, using the first-principles density
functional method as implemented in SIESTA.13 The supercell
length in the 〈001〉 direction is also relaxed in each structure
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomic structures of Si/SiO2/Si structures
(a) with suboxide transition layers (STLs) and SiO2 thickness (dSiO2 )
of 0.54 nm, (b) with STLs and dSiO2 = 0.64 nm, (c) with dangling
bonds (DBs) and dSiO2 = 0.71 nm, and (d) is the same as (c) except for
additional H atoms passivating dangling bonds. Large (blue), small
(red), and tiny (green) balls are Si, O, and H atoms, respectively. Si
oxidation states, Si atoms with dangling bonds, and Si atoms bonding
with H atoms are indicated with integer+, DB, and H, respectively.
Vertical solid lines denote averaged Si positions on Si (001) surfaces,
with which we measure dSiO2 . In (d), only H atoms are relaxed after
they are introduced in (c).

for minimal total energy. The local density approximation
(LDA) is used for the exchange-correlation energy, and norm-
conserving pseudopotentials14 for electron-ion interactions.
Real-space grids are generated with the cutoff energy of 200 Ry
and pseudoatomic orbitals (double ζ polarization) are used
to expand the electronic wave functions. For Brillouin-zone
integration, a 4 × 4 × 4 k-grid is used for the electron
density during structure relaxation, and a 12 × 12 k‖-grid
for the tunneling current using the first-principles scattering-
state method.15 For Fig. 1(a), the resistive region and two
intermediate regions in the scattering-state calculation contain
104 Si and 12 O atoms, and each unit cell of two Si bulk
regions has 32 Si atoms.

In Fig. 1, SiO2 thickness (dSiO2 ) is the distance between
averaged Si positions on Si (001) surfaces marked with vertical
lines. After full relaxation including the 〈001〉 length of
the supercell, dSiO2 ’s in STL-type Si/SiO2/Si structures are
∼0.07 nm smaller than those in the DB- and H-type cases
having the same number of O atoms. For comparison, we
generate two types of H-type structures: one by relaxing only
H atomic positions after H atoms are introduced to fully relaxed
DB-type interfaces [Fig. 1(d)], and the other by relaxing all
atoms.

In our calculations, band gaps of bulk Si and bulk SiO2 are
0.54 and 6.73 eV, respectively, and they underestimate cor-
responding experimental values, 1.12 and 8.90 eV, which is a
well-known feature of LDA results. Precise estimates of the en-
ergy gaps require methods beyond the density functional the-
ory (DFT) such as GW methods.16 For Si/SiO2 interfaces, the
experimental conduction band offset is 3.1 eV for dSiO2 � 1 nm

(Ref. 17) and the experimental valence band offset is 4.49 eV
for dSiO2 � 1.6nm.18 For comparison, we determine band
offsets in our Si/SiO2/Si structures by neglecting the projected
density of states less than 0.01 states/eV inside SiO2 layers.
Our calculated conduction and valence band offsets are 2.58
and 2.47 eV, respectively, in the STL case with dSiO2 = 2.04 nm,
and 2.65 and 2.72 eV, respectively, for the H-type case with
dSiO2 = 2.11 nm. These results underestimate experimental
values due to the LDA method, so our calculated tunneling
current presented below may overestimate actual values in real
samples; however, our results are still relevant as we compare
effects of different interfacial structures.

Figure 2 shows the tunneling spectra T (E) as a function of
charge-carrier energy E for SiO2 thickness ranging from 0.54
to 2.11 nm. The tunneling spectra T (E) are the sum of Tn(E)
which is the tunneling probability of the nth channel averaged
over wave vector k‖ parallel to the interface. The spectra T (E)
are proportional to the cross-sectional area A of the interface in
the supercell because the number of channels in the supercell
is proportional to A. In our calculations, A = 0.7679 ×
0.7679 nm2. In Fig. 2, all T (E) are zero in the energy window
from 0.0 to 0.54 eV due to the band gap in bulk Si. Overall
SiO2-thickness dependence shows that T (E) drops by about
4 orders in magnitude as the SiO2 thickness is increased from
0.64 to 1.34 nm in STL structures [Fig. 2(b)] and from 0.71
to 1.41 nm in DB- and H-type structures [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].
When the SiO2 thickness is further increased from 1.34 to 2.04
nm in STL structures [Fig. 2(b)] and from 1.41 to 2.11 nm
in DB- and H-type structures [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], T (E)
drops by about 3 and 2 orders in magnitude in the valence
and conduction bands, respectively.

With STLs [Fig. 2(a)], T (E) shows rather monotonous
exponential dependence on the energy E within 1 eV near
the band gap. In comparison, dangling bonds [Fig. 2(b)]
greatly enhance T (E) near the valence band maximum
(VBM), with substantial increase in T (E) near the conduction
band minimum (CBM). In contrast, H atoms passivating the
dangling bonds [Fig. 2(c)] make T (E) near VBM even smaller
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Tunneling spectra, T (E), vs energy, E, in
Si/SiO2/Si structures with (a) the STL-, (b) DB-, and (c) H-type
Si/SiO2 interfaces. The tunneling spectra are obtained by average
over a 12 × 12 k‖-grid. The valence band maximum is set to be
zero. Thicknesses of SiO2 layers in nm are given inside the plots. In
(c), thick and thin lines are for H-only and all-atom relaxed cases,
respectively.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Isosurface plots of scattering-state wave
functions for maximally tunneling eigenchannels at k‖ = 0 incident
from the left. (a)–(c) are at the valence band maximum and (d)–(f)
are at the conduction band minimum of Si regions. (a) and (d) are
for the STL-type interface [Fig. 1(b)], (b) and (e) are for the DB-
type [Fig. 1(c)], and (c) and (f) are for the H-only relaxed H-type
[Fig. 1(d)]. Large (blue), small (red), and tiny (green) balls are Si, O,
and H atoms, respectively.

than those in STL-type cases. We also note in Fig. 2(c) that
T (E) is slightly different for two different H-type structures:
one from relaxing H atoms only and the other from relaxing
all atoms.

To find out major tunneling path of electrons and holes
through the barriers, we performed eigenchannel analysis and
obtained scattering-state wave functions of the maximally
tunneling eigenchannels near VBM and CBM at k‖ = 0
(Fig. 3). Our eigenchannel analysis shows that only one
eigenchannel (or rarely two) dominates the tunneling near
VBM. With STLs, Si1+–Si3+ bonds are important paths
through which the hole tunneling occurs [Fig. 3(a)]. While
dangling bonds enhance the hole tunneling greatly [Fig. 3(b)],
H atoms passivating the dangling bonds suppress the tunneling
[Fig. 3(c)]. Inside SiO2 region, the hole tunneling occurs
dominantly through O 2p orbitals perpendicular to Si–O–Si
bonds. This reflects that states near VBM in bulk SiO2 are
mainly from O 2p orbitals perpendicular to the bonds,19 which
is correctly described by the DFT as well as GW methods.16

Interfacial atomic structures have comparatively weak, but
still significant, influence on maximally tunneling eigenchan-
nels near CBM at k‖ = 0, as shown in Figs. 3(d)–3(f). Si 3s

and O 3s orbitals, which are important in states near CBM
in bulk SiO2,19 are affected by the suboxide states and the H
atoms, and dangling-bond states near CBM have significant
influences on tunneling eigenchannels.

Figure 4 shows tunneling spectra T (E,k‖) for different k‖s
corresponding to different bulk-Si CBMs. Let the six CBM of
bulk Si be at, say, k = (±δ,0,0), (0, ± δ,0), and (0,0, ± δ).
Since the tunneling direction is along 〈001〉 in our systems,
two CBM at k = (0,0, ± δ) are mapped to k‖ = 0 while the
other four CBM are mapped to nonzero k‖s. With suboxide
layers [Fig. 4(a)], T (E,k‖) is the largest near k = (0,0,δ)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) k‖-dependent tunneling spectra, T (E,k‖),
near the conduction band minima for different interfaces: (a) the STL-
type [Fig. 1(b)], (b) the DB-type [Fig. 1(c)], (c) the H-only relaxed
H-type [Fig. 1(d)], and (d) the all-atom relaxed H-type interface. In
(a)–(d), tunneling spectra for k‖ corresponding to the conduction band
minima at (δ,0,0), (0,δ,0), and (0,0,δ) of bulk Si are represented with
dashed (orange), dotted (blue), and solid (red) lines, respectively. The
valence-band maximum is set to zero in energy.

in the energy range from 0.54 to 0.64 eV, while dangling
bonds [Fig. 4(b)] make the tunneling near k = (δ,0,0) be the
largest. When the dangling bonds are passivated by H atoms,
the tunneling is the largest near k = (0,δ,0) in the H-only
relaxed case [Fig. 4(c)], but it is the largest near k = (0,0,δ)
in the all-atom relaxed case [Fig. 4(d)]. Thus, contributions
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Tunneling current density of (a) holes
and (b) electrons vs SiO2 thickness, obtained by Eqs. (1) and (2),
respectively. Open and solid symbols are for carrier concentrations of
1 × 1018 cm−3 and 1 × 1020 cm−3, respectively, (red) circles are for
the interfaces with STLs, (blue) diamonds are with DBs, and (orange)
squares are with H atoms passivating DBs (only H atoms relaxed). In
(b), plus (+) and cross (×) symbols, drawn for comparison, indicate
measured values of leakage current at the gate voltage of 1 V in
Refs. 20 and 21, respectively.
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of different conduction band minima to T (E) are sensitive to
interfacial atomic structures.

We consider the tunneling current density per unit area
through a SiO2 layer when the two Si regions have different
chemical potentials which make one of the two Si regions has a
substantial concentration of electrons (ne) or holes (nh) while
the other Si region has negligible carrier densities. Using T (E)
shown in Fig. 2, the tunneling current density Jh of holes in
the valence bands is

Jh = 1

A

2e

h

∫ VBM

−∞
T (E)(1 − f (E))dE, (1)

and the tunneling current density Je of electrons in the
conduction bands is

Je = 1

A

2e

h

∫ ∞

CBM
T (E)f (E)dE, (2)

where f (E) is Fermi-Dirac distribution function at 300 K
in the Si region in which ne or nh is substantial. Here, we
neglect any effect of the nonzero charge-carrier concentration
or nonzero finite bias on T (E), so Eqs. (1) and (2) are accurate
in the limit that the concentration is small. We calculate Je

and Jh for two different concentrations: 1 × 1018 cm−3 and
1 × 10 20 cm−3 (Fig. 5). Corresponding chemical potentials
are located at 0.01 eV below CBM for ne = 1 × 1018 cm−3,
0.31 eV above CBM for ne = 1 × 1020 cm−3, 0.02 eV below
VBM for nh = 1 × 1018 cm−3, and 0.35 eV below VBM

for nh = 1 × 1020 cm−3, which are determined from the
density of states in bulk Si. As shown in Fig. 5(b), calculated
Je agrees with available experimental values20,21 in the order of
magnitude. Calculated tunneling currents for the H-type cases
are slightly smaller than for the STL-type and substantially
smaller than for the DB-type, showing again that STLs and
dangling bonds enhance tunneling current, respectively.

In summary, we presented tunneling properties of SiO2

layers in Si(001)/SiO2/Si(001) structures with SiO2 thickness
from 0.54 to 2.11 nm by using a first-principles scattering-
states method. Our results show that interfacial suboxides
and dangling bonds enhance the tunneling greatly, so the
abrupt interfaces with no suboxides and no dangling bonds
can reduce the tunneling currents. Eigenchannel analysis
showed that the major tunneling paths near VBM are O
p orbitals perpendicular to Si–O–Si bonds. Tunneling near
CBM depends sensitively on the wave vector parallel to
the interface, reflecting the presence of multiple CBM in
bulk Si.
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